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Abstract. Information sharing throughout the globe or universe has become a
characteristic of socialmedia.There has been a lot of research into the classification
of sentiments. In this study, Twitter has been mined for unstructured GoFood
Reviews data. It has been preprocessed to analyze the reviews’ sentiment with
polarity analysis, feature extraction with TF-IDF, and supervised learning with
random forest. From June 1, 2022, to June 30, 2022, a total of 28763 tweets
with the keyword GoFood were retrieved from Twitter. The data is processed by
the Python programming language utilizing NLTK, Sastrawi for the Indonesian
language, Textblob, TF-IDF, Random Forest Classification, and other algorithms.
Twitter is a nearly limitless source for classifying text. This algorithm takes roughly
five minutes to compute.

Keywords: Classification and Analysis of Sentiment · Random Forest
Algorithm · Polarity Analysis · social media · Twitter

1 Introduction

Social media has gained notoriety in recent years for its ability to transmit information
throughout theworld or universe. They spread the information via Facebook, Twitter, and
other social media platforms [1]. Through addition to conveying knowledge, teachers
communicate their opinions on the subject in their comments, whether good or negative
[2]. As e-commerce technology develops and spreads, an increasing number of con-
sumers prefer to purchase on a variety of e-commerce platforms. In contrast to offline
shopping in physical stores, customers can shop anytime, whenever, and do not need to
wait until the weekend [3]. Since these platforms are virtual, there are a number of issues
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with the things offered on them, including discrepancies between the descriptions of the
goods and the real products, poor quality, inadequate after-sales service, and more [4].

The objective of sentiment analysis is to differentiate between text polarities. Senti-
ment analysis is one approach to the classification problem [2] In order to categorize the
writing as positive, negative, or neutral, the work focuses mostly on three categories of
issues. This analysis assists academics and decision-makers in gaining a deeper under-
standing of opinions and consumer satisfaction by automatically collecting diverse per-
spectives from a variety of platforms and classifying them according to sentiment. There
is significant interest in the study of sentiment classification. Historically, most of it has
concentrated on identifying longer works as reviews in [5]. Sentiment analysis for prod-
uct reviews, also known as text orientation analysis or opinion mining, is the technique
of automatically assessing the subjective comments text with the customer’s emotional
hue and determining their emotional propensity [6].

The benefits of sentiment analysis extend to both the provider and the client. Using
user input on online stores or mobile applications, for instance, it enables the vendor to
promote new products while assisting the client in locating unique items [7]. Subject
classification and text analysis use significantly less vocabulary. In reality, it is frequently
challenging to identify the dominant viewpoint in a text using the simplest methods,
which merely use word frequency statistics [8]. This analysis uses unstructured GoFood
Reviews data from Twitter. It has been filtered to remove distracting information such
as emojis, typos, and improper punctuation. In the evaluation of the reviews’ sentiment,
feature extraction with TF-IDF, supervised learning with random forest, and polarity
analysis were all employed during preprocessing.

2 Methodology

Figure 1 depicts the suggested method for sentiment analysis of tweets. Preprocessing
processes include text cleaning and preprocessing. During the phase of training, tweets
are trained. The concluding step will consist of the sentiment analysis of the test dataset.

2.1 Data Collection

Twitter was utilized to obtain data for sentiment analysis in this study. By utilizing
the powerful search feature of the Python application SNScrape, we can more quickly
harvest real-time user Tweet data based on keywords. Between June 1 and June 30,
2022, a total of 28763 tweets in Indonesian with the hashtag GoFood were collected
from Twitter. The data is analyzed using Python programming, NLTK, Sastrawi for
Indonesian, Textblob, TF-IDF, Random Forest Classification, and other tools. A number
of steps are required to do an effective sentiment analysis. Collecting, pre-processing,
feature extraction, and sentiment analysis are the steps.

2.2 E-Commerce

It is logical that if e-commerce increases rapidly, constraints that restrict its dynamics
will emerge. Numerous studies have demonstrated that e-commerce enterprises face a
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Fig. 1. Sentimen Analysis Process.

number of obstacles and problems. Customer service, supply chain, payment processing,
tax and regulatory difficulties, infrastructure, the state of the economy, andmarketing are
the primary barriers limiting the e-commerce industry from fully utilizing the internet
[9]. This is a less common scenario than that of food producers, who due to shorter
delivery times and routes, typically sell their products to customers in their near vicinity.
Deliveries of perishable food do not usually require particular routes [10]. Occasionally,
a catalyst is necessary for the rise of the online food trade, such as an unanticipated event
[11] or a global COVID-19 epidemic [12, 13].

2.3 Social Network

By providing communication services, social networking sites (SNS) aim to enhance
social interaction between users [14]. Users of social networking sites create the sites’
content. It contains a significant amount of user data, shared ideas and thoughts, and
real-time information on user statuses and discussions. In addition to the rise of SNS
users [9], the rate of data in SNSs demonstrates that SNSs play a vital role in real-time
analysis and forecasting in numerous domains. Twitter, a social networking service, was
founded formally on July 13, 2006 [15]. Twitter’s principal function is tweeting, which
can be done on a desktop or mobile device. A tweet may include no more than 280
characters. Twitter, a nearly limitless resource, is used for text categorization. Multiple
features are offered for tweets on Twitter [16].

2.4 Text Cleaning and Data Preprocessing

Data from Twitter was gathered by researchers during the proposed approach stage.
Data preparation steps include data cleaning, case folding, tokenization, stop words
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removal, and stemming after data collection. Next, carry out sentiment analysis once
more, applying a random forest technique [17].

1. Data cleansing is the process of removing unimportant tweet data to create relevant
data.

2. Case folding is the transformation of words into similar-looking forms, such as
lowercase or uppercase letters.

3. Tokenization is the division of phrases into smaller units known as tokens. Words,
phrases, or other meaningful elements can be formed into tokens.

4. Stopwords are words that are widely used and frequently found in sentences but are
removed. The stopwords list claims that Indonesian stop words like dan (and), atau
(or), etc., can be found in Twitter tweets.

5. By removing prefixes and suffixes, a word’s base is obtained through stemming [18].
Use the random forest technique to continue performing sentiment analysis after that.

2.5 Text Mining

Text mining is the quickly evolving practice of identifying and extracting information
from large unstructured textual resources. Text mining can utilize unstructured data
sources [19]. Text mining involves three steps.

1. Information acquisition

a. Collect, select, and filter database documents (Twitter, Facebook, or another
database)

2. Extraction of information

a. Analysis of the language that is incomplete, superficial, and in-depth
b. Identify important elements and data-related objects

3. Data mining

a. Integrate and connect facts
b. Learn new information and facts

2.6 Natural Language Processing (NLP)

For example, language processing for sentiment analysis uses using computing technol-
ogy known as natural language processing (NLP), text can be processed naturally at one
or more levels of linguistic analysis in order to reach human-like comprehension and
sentence-essence abilities. Functions that can be used in a variety of applications are
provided by natural language processing [20]. Bhuvneshwar Kumar et al. [21] focus on
Natural Language Processing (NLP) issues to distinguish between positive and nega-
tive customer reviews for products on the online market. Amazon.com, Rediff.com, and
Flipkart.com were used to gather the information for this.
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2.7 Feature Extraction

By choosing the ideal characteristics, machine learning may achieve its highest level
of accuracy. In each classification task, feature selection is an essential step. The set of
characteristics in text a small group of words called classification can be used to distin-
guish between several classes [22]. The chosen terms need to offer pertinent information
that can be applied to classification. Therefore, it’s crucial to consider several methods
for putting the content in a format that can be used to get the information needed. In this
study, term-based, sentiment-based, and GoFood-related keyword features are weighted
as useful features.

Features Based on Sentiment. Contextual polarity is used in sentiment analysis to
extract a text’s sentiment. It is frequently used to categorize online reviews of various
things, like the mood of movies. We used TextBlob to assign in this investigation, add
a sentiment to each tweet library [23]. To analyse textual data, TextBlob is a Python
library. A sentiment value—positive, neutral, or negative—is assigned to a tweet based
on its polarity score.

The only IDF and TF-IDF word weighting algorithms ponder whether a term or
phrase is relevant over the entire corpus as opposed to just one particular text. In [12],
it was demonstrated that TF-IDF is more accurate than IDF. Where NJ is the number of
documents where the term j appears, and n is the total number of documents.

1. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
TF-IDF is a widely used weighting method whose performance is still on par with
cutting-edge methods despite its widespread use. The phrase “weighting” refers
to factors, which include documents. The primary preprocessing step necessary to
index the texts is taken into consideration while choosing the feature for the fea-
ture selection procedure [24]. In applications for retrieving information connected
to supervised learning, such as text categorization and filtering, the features are
weighted using supervised term weighting (STW) [25]. While [26] developed the
term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) strategy, which is regarded as
the conventional method for weighting the keywords in feature extraction. To gener-
ate a composite weight for each term in each document, the terms “term frequency”
and “inverse document frequency” are combined [27].

tf − idf = tfxidf (1)

2. Data Processing
In the data processing stage, the researcher first performs feature extraction using
TF-IDF by reducing the maximum number of features by 10000. Then separate
the training data from the test data. Training data is 80%, and testing data is 20%.
The random forest algorithm is then applied to the training data to perform the
classification.After that, the test data is subjected to the categorizationoutcomes from
the training data. Performance evaluation is done after the data has been processed.

3. Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis is a type of data mining that examines people’s opinions through
text analysis, computational linguistics, and natural language processing [28]. In
recent years, sentiment analysis in social media has been a useful technique for
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gathering an overview of the general public’s opinion on a certain topic. Numerous
studies have been conducted on sentiment, ranging from hotel evaluations [29] to
movie reviews [30], with the goal of eliciting thoughts on subjects, trends, etc.

4. Random Forest
The RF classification algorithm was first presented by Breiman in 2001 [17]. The
RF is a collection of unpruned classification and regression trees [31]. To build
an RF, the Bootstrap sample is extracted. Afterward, the Bootstrap sample does
recursive partitioning. At each node, the q predictors are chosen at random from the
p predictors. After finishing the recursive partitioning, a tree is created. Until a forest
is created, the aforementioned stages are repeated. When all trees cast their votes in
the majority, a classification based on forests is created [32].

5. Metric Evaluation
We analyze the metrics to examine how the classification model we have developed
performs and is represented by several metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall,
and F-measure after we train the data and load the random forest algorithm-based
classification model. If the dataset is not balanced, the accuracy metric is flawed.
When dealing with unbalanced datasets, precision and recall are preferable metrics.

Calculating the True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), and
False Negative (FN) the chosen metrics. TP stands for the %of incidents that are
appropriately labeled as positive, TN for instances that were accurately identified
as negative, and FP for instances that were mistakenly labeled as positive. The
percentage of cases that are wrongly labeled as negative is known as FN. Accuracy.
It is a metric used to assess how well a prediction model performs. It measures how
often labels are correctly classified. Equation 2 is used to compute it

Accuracy = TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(2)

Precision. It gauges true positive predictions. Equation 3 is used to calculate a
model’s precision:

Precision = TP

TP + FP
(3)

Recall. A sensitivity measure is this one. It is developed to evaluate how well a
model predicts favourable labels. It is established by using Eq.:

Recall = TP

TP + FN
(4)

F-Measure. In this statistic, recall and precision are also taken into account. With
values ranging from 0 (worst) to 1, it can be conceptualized as the weighted average
of the recall and precision measurements (best). Equation 5 is used to calculate the
F-measure.

F-Measure = 2× Precision × Recall

Precision × Recall
(5)
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Table 1. Examples of classified Tweets.

Tweets Sentiment Polarity

wkwkwkwk really remember when fasting, people suggest good GoFood Neutral 0

let’s go for the rest of the GoRide GoCar GoFood vouchers, GoFood
snack zone, money zone

Neutral 0

GoFood Yogyakarta, Taiwan, the shipping is still Neutral 0

it was fixed after I got to college, where I had to learn to cook seriously
in junior high. At least I’ve made taken seasoning when I’m boarding
GoFood, then

Negative −0,3

seliwer mulu mad coco ig, I’m going to go to GoFood, the crowd is bust,
fortunately, gojek brother is waiting

Negative −0,625

Huhu, sorry, GoFood has sold out, yes, it’s only open in the evening Negative −0,25

gilee GoFood tokopedia brani using bts is cool, what ads do you use bts
already tw lahh sultan babang gojek application very lucky gess jimin
when he pouts so cute GoFood tokopedia bts advertising bts

Positive 0,33

recommended menu GoFood accompanying watching bts dimsum
accompanying watching make it right

Positive 0,28

recommended menu to GoFood accompanying watching bts like army
already a really favorite mixue if you watch it at noon, it’s really
mandatory, goFood is ready, just one set, one set, come drink, watch it’s
really fresh

Positive 0,5

3 Result and Discussion

This section summarizes the findings of our experiment and evaluates the effectiveness
of the random forest classification technique. 5753 tweets are used as the test dataset in
this study, and 23010 tweets are used as the training dataset. While the random forest
is categorized as machine learning, training and testing data are split 80:20 to reduce
confusion. If 0> is positive, 0 is negative, and 0 is neutral, the data is labeled according
to polarity analysis. As shown in Table 1, certain instances of these tweets have been
classified with various emotions.

3.1 Metric Evaluations and Classification Report

For the data results in the table below, a total of 5753 comments/tweets generated 220
true positive comments, 92 true negative comments, and 5364 true neutral comments as
shown in Table 2. This algorithm takes about 5 min to computer.

Table 2 findings allow us to assess the percentage of categorizationmetrics belonging
to each class, with 0 indicating a negative class, 1 neutral, and 2 positives. The percentage
of estimated recall, precision, and F1 score for each class is visualized in Fig. 2.

The random forest approach gave a classification accuracy of 98.6% for a dataset
containing 28763 records. This dataset was divided 80 percent into the training set and
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Table 2. Metrics Classification Predictive

Classification Categgories True Positive True Neutral True Negative

Prediction Positive 220 33 2

Prediction Neutral 2 5364 1

Prediction Negative 3 36 92

Fig. 2. Metrics Evaluations Percentage for Each Class.

Table 3. Metrics Evaluations for Each Class.

Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure

98.6% 98% 85.3% 90.6%

20 percent into the test set. Other measurements include precision, recall, and f1-score,
as given in Table 3.

Figure 3 illustrates the ROC curve, which can be used to analyze the performance of
the model. The ROC curve is utilized to show the relationship between sensitivity and
1-specificity. In this paper, the ROC curve is used extensively to characterize diagnostic
accuracy and to find the best cut-off value for a model trained with the random forest
approach.

From the perspective of business and application management, the results of the
sentiment analysis indicate that the performance of the GoFood platform is relatively
good, as the percentage of positive sentiment analysis results is still greater than the
percentage of negative sentiment analysis results.
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Fig. 3. ROC Curves from Model.

4 Conclusion

Management and product managers must consider sentiment the most while making
decisions. This is useful for calculating, identifying, and articulating concepts regarding
the product or application platform being built. In this article, we illustrate how the
random forest algorithm creates classification rules efficiently and evaluate the model’s
performance using metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and the ROC curve. Using
this method requires a considerable amount of time to calculate, approximately 5 min.
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